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Fans of Patricia Cornwell, the number one megastar who virtually invented the forensic thriller, will
rejoice to see her first two novels, Postmortem and Body of Evidence, united in this
much-anticipated omnibus volume. Hugely successful when they were first published, these are the
two novels that brought Virginia Chief Medical Examiner Kay Scarpetta to the book-reading world.
They are presented here complete and unabridged. Postmortem A serial killer is on the loose in
Richmond, Virginia. Three women have died, brutalized and strangled in their own bedrooms. There
is little pattern: the killer appears to strike at random -- but always early on Saturday mornings.
When Chief Medical Examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta is awakened at 2:33 A.M., she knows the news is
bad: there is a fourth victim, and she fears now for those who may follow unless she finds the
forensic evidence that can break the case. But not everyone wants her help. Not everyone is
pleased to see a woman in this powerful job. Someone may even want to ruin her career and
reputation before she can find the killer. Body of Evidence A reclusive writer is dead, and her final
manuscript has disappeared... Someone is stalking Beryl Madison. Someone who spies on her and
makes threatening, obscene phone calls. Terrified, Beryl flees to Key West -- but eventually she
must return to her Richmond home. The very night she arrives, Beryl inexplicably invites her killer
inside. Thus begins for Dr. Kay Scarpetta the investigation of a crime that is as convoluted as it is
bizarre. Why would Beryl open the door to someone who would brutally slash and then neatly
decapitate her? Did she know her killer? Adding to the intrigue is Beryl's enigmatic relationship with
a prizewinning author and the disappearance of her own manuscript. As Scarpetta retraces Beryl's
footsteps, an investigation that begins in the laboratory with microscopes and lasers leads her deep
into a nightmare that soon becomes her own.
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I love Patricia Cornwell. I have all her books in hardback. I did not enjoy this cd at all due to the
female orator. She showed no kind of emotion while reading. It was very flat and very boring. I
certainly would never pick her to read a book of anyones. I actually threw it away and money
doesn't grow on trees here.

I have all of the books in this series. They are all very worth reading. Cornwell has developed an
exciting and indepth character in Kay Scarpetta. If you read them by starting with the first book it is
much easier to follow the story. Happy Reading.

I'm hooked on these. Kay Scarpetta is a Medical Examiner. She's a real investigative, observant
person and her character is very complex. You must read these in sequence to fully appreciate the
characters.

An excellent author she delivers detailed descriptions keeping a good pace going and promises to
keep you reading till the very end....not a book you can put down easily.Vendor delivered in a timely
manner book arrived in good shape

I had gotten one of her books at a garage sale and liked her style of writting so I wanted to start at
the beginning. These are the first two books in that collection. I enjoy her writting style and I enjoyed
these books very much.

Patricia Cornwell has gotten continually better through the years,.She's my favorite author! I keep all
of them to read after a few years.The stories are that exciting. I love the relationships between
thecharacters. They've progressed over the years.

Id say the story might be good but up to now I havent been able to listen to it because.1 We all
know Post Mortem was her first book but the way the stories have been put on this cd Body of

eveidence is first.2 There is no Gap between to say this is now playing the next story.it says on the
cd it starts on a certain number but Id say its not very well advised. I still havent found the beginning
of the story and Ive tried 3 times.I think Im going to have to buy them again seperatly.Wasting
money is not my favourite occupation.

A long-standing fan of Patricia Cornwell, I have a complete collection of Kay Scarpatta and other
works, but many are on audiotape. When I travel by car or plane, my audiobooks make the miles
tolerable. I am beginning to replace the tapes with CDs. If I were not technolgically challenged, I
should be downloading the books.
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